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Bipartite Ramsey numbers of large cycles
Shaoqiang Liu ∗ Yuejian Peng †
Abstract
For an integer r ≥ 2 and bipartite graphs Hi, where 1 ≤ i ≤ r, the bipar-
tite Ramsey number br(H1,H2, . . . ,Hr) is the minimum integer N such that any
r-edge coloring of the complete bipartite graph KN,N contains a monochromatic
subgraph isomorphic to Hi in color i for some i, 1 ≤ i ≤ r. We show that
for α1, α2 > 0, br(C2⌊α1n⌋, C2⌊α2n⌋) = (α1 + α2 + o(1))n. We also show that if
r ≥ 3, α1, α2 > 0, αj+2 ≥ [(j + 2)! − 1]
∑j+1
i=1 αi for j = 1, 2, . . . , r − 2, then
br(C2⌊α1n⌋, C2⌊α2n⌋, . . . , C2⌊αrn⌋) = (
∑r
j=1 αj + o(1))n. For ξ > 0 and sufficiently
large n, let G be a bipartite graph with bipartition {V1, V2}, |V1| = |V2| = N , where
N = (2 + 8ξ)n. We prove that if δ(G) > (78 + 9ξ)N , then any 2-edge coloring of G
contains a monochromatic copy of C2n.
Key words: Cycle; Ramsey number; Bipartite ramsey number; Regularity lemma
1 Introduction
Let r ≥ 2 be an integer and H1, . . . , Hr, H be given graphs. The Ramsey number
R(H1, . . . , Hr) is the minimum integer N such that any r-edge coloring of the complete
graph KN contains a monochromatic subgraph in color i isomorphic to Hi for some i,
1 ≤ i ≤ r. R(H1, . . . , Hr) is simplified by Rr(H) if Hi = H for every 1 ≤ i ≤ r. Let
B1, . . . , Br, B be bipartite graphs. The bipartite Ramsey number br(B1, . . . , Br) is the
minimum integer N such that any r-edge coloring of the complete bipartite graph KN,N
contains a monochromatic subgraph in color i isomorphic to Bi for some i, 1 ≤ i ≤ r. If
Bi = B for every 1 ≤ i ≤ r, then it is simplified by brr(B). We refer the reader to the
book by Graham, Rothschild and Spencer [10] for an overview and a survey by Conlon,
Fox and Sudakov [4] for recent developments in Ramsey theory. In this paper, we focus
on bipartite Ramsey number of cycles.
Let Cn be a cycle of length n. The Ramsey number R(Cm, Cn) has been completely
determined by several authors, including Bondy and Erdo˝s [2], Faudree and Schelp [8],
and Rosta [21, 22]. Bondy and Erdo˝s [2] conjectured that if k ≥ 2 and n ≥ 3 is odd,
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then Rk(Cn) = 2
k−1(n− 1) + 1.  Luczak [20] proved that for n odd, R3(Cn) = 4n+ o(n).
Recently, Jenssen and Skokan [13] resolved the above conjecture of Bondy and Erdo˝s [2]
for large n. Benevides and Skokan [1] proved that there exists n1 such that for every
even n ≥ n1, R3(Cn) = 2n. Sa´rko¨zy [23] showed that, for every r ≥ 2 and even n,
Rr(Cn) ≤ (r −
r
16r3+1
)n + o(n). Davies et al. [5] showed that Rr(Cn) ≤ (r −
1
4
)n + o(n)
for r ≥ 4. Recently, Knierim and Su [14] improved the upper bound on the multicolour
Ramsey nunbers of even cycles to Rr(Cn) ≤ (r −
1
2
)n + o(n) for r ≥ 4.
The bipartite Ramsey numbers for cycles has also been studied actively. A lower
bound
br(C2n1, C2n2 , . . . , C2nr) ≥
r∑
i=1
ni − r + 1
is implied by the following construction: Let N =
∑r
i=1 ni−r. Take the complete bipartite
graph KN,N with the vertex set U = {u1, u2, . . . , uN}, V = {v1, v2, . . . , vN}. Partition it
into r color classes Hk(k = 1, 2, 3, . . . , r), in which usvt is an edge in Hk if and only if
us ∈ U and
∑k−1
i=1 ni − k + 2 ≤ t ≤
∑k
i=1 ni − k. Clearly, Hk dose not contain C2nk as a
subgraph. This gives the lower bound.
Zhang et al. [25, 26] determined br(C2n, C4) = n + 1, br(C2n, C6) = n + 2 for n ≥ 4.
Goddard et al. [9] determined br(C4, C4, C4) = 11. Joubert [12] showed that
br(C2t1 , C2t2 , . . . , C2tk) ≤ k(t1 + t2 + · · ·+ tk − k + 1),
where ti is an integer and 2 ≤ ti ≤ 4, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k. Recently, Shen, Lin and Liu [24]
showed that br(C2n, C2n) = 2n + o(n). Let ti ≥ 3 be positive integers for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k,
Hattingh and Joubert [11] proved that br(C2t1 , C2t1 , . . . , C2tk) ≤ k(2t − 4k + 1), where
t = t1 + t2 + · · ·+ tk. Bucic´, Letzter and Sudokov [3] showed that br3(C2n) = (3+ o(1))n.
The authors [19] showed that brr(C2n) ≤ r(1 +
√
1− 2
r
)n+ o(n) for r ≥ 2. In this paper,
we show the following result.
Theorem 1.1 For ξ > 0 and α1, α2 > 0, there exists n0 such that for any n ≥ n0 the
following holds: If N ≥ (α1 + α2 + 8ξ)n, then any 2-edge coloring of KN,N contains a
monochromatic copy of C2⌊α1n⌋ in color 1 or C2⌊α2n⌋ in color 2.
The following result is implied by Theorem 1.1.
Corollary 1.2 For α1, α2 > 0 , we have
br(C2⌊α1n⌋, C2⌊α2n⌋) = (α1 + α2 + o(1))n.
We also obtain the following result on bipartite Ramsey numbers of large cycles in
multicolorings.
Theorem 1.3 For r ≥ 3, α1, α2 > 0, αj+2 ≥ [(j+2)!−1]
∑j+1
i=1 αi, j = 1, 2, . . . , r−2 and
ξ > 0, there exists n0 such that for any n ≥ n0 the following holds: If N ≥ (
∑r
i=1 αi +
(r + 2)r!ξ)n, then any r-edge coloring of KN,N contains a monochromatic copy of C2⌊αin⌋
for some 1 ≤ i ≤ r.
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The following result is implied by Theorem 1.3.
Corollary 1.4 For r ≥ 3, α1, α2 > 0, αj+2 ≥ [(j +2)!− 1]
∑j+1
i=1 αi, j = 1, 2, . . . , r− 2, we
have
br(C2⌊α1n⌋, C2⌊α2n⌋, . . . , C2⌊αrn⌋) = (
r∑
j=1
αj + o(1))n.
For a graph G, denote by V (G) the set of vertices of G and δ(G) the minimum degree.
Motivated by a new class of Ramsey-Tura´n type problems raised by Schelp [16]. The
intent is to find the smallest positive constant 0 < c < 1, such that if δ(G) ≥ c|V (G)|,
then any r-edge-coloring of G contains a monochromatic subgraph H . If α1 = α2 = 1,
then Theorem 1.1 can be strengthened to the following result.
Theorem 1.5 For ξ > 0, there exists n0 such that for any n ≥ n0 the following holds:
Let G be a bipartite graph with bipartition {V1, V2}, |V1| = |V2| = N = (2 + 8ξ)n, and
δ(G) > (7
8
+9ξ)N . Then any 2-edge coloring of G contains a monochromatic copy of C2n.
We will give the proofs of Theorems 1.1, 1.3 and 1.5 in Sections 2, 3 and 4 respectively.
The basic idea of the proof of Theorems 1.1 and 1.5 follows from the work of Figaj and
 Luczak [7]: Apply the bipartite form of the regularity Lemma to KN,N , consider the
auxiliary graph by viewing each part in the regularity partition as a vertex, show the
existence of a “fat” connected matching and expand it to a “long” cycle. The crucial part
is to show the existence of a “fat” connected matching in the auxiliary graph. In [7], the
host graph is a complete graph and the auxiliary graph is an “almost” complete graph.
In our case, the host graph is changed to a complete bipartite graph (or a bipartite graph
with “large” minimum degree) and the auxiliary graph is an “almost” complete bipartite
graph (or a bipartite graph with “large” minimum degree).
2 2-color bipartite Ramsey number of cycles
For a graph G, let E(G) be the set of its edges and e(G) = |E(G)|. Denote the degree
of a vertex v in a graph G by dG(v) and the neighbors of v in a graph G by N(v). We shall
denote by G[H ] the induced subgraph of G by H ⊆ V (G). A set M of pairwise disjoint
edges of a graph G is called a matching. M saturates a vertex u or u is M-saturated if
there is an edge in M incident with u; otherwise, u is M-unsaturated. A matching M is
connected in G if all edges of M are in the same component of G. If the edges of G are
r-colored, then let Gi denote the spanning subgraph of G with all edges colored by i.
2.1 The Regularity Lemma
Let A,B be disjoint subsets of V (G). Let e(A,B) = eG(A,B) denote the number of
edges {u, v} with u ∈ A and v ∈ B. The ratio
d(A,B) =
e(A,B)
|A||B|
3
is called the edge density of (A,B). Clearly, 0 ≤ d(A,B) ≤ 1.
For ǫ > 0, a disjoint pair (A,B) is called ǫ-regular if |d(A,B)− d(A′, B′)| ≤ ǫ for any
A′ ⊆ A and B′ ⊆ B with |A′| > ǫ|A| and |B′| > ǫ|B|.
Fact 2.1 Let (A,B) be an ǫ-regular pair with density d and B′ ⊆ B with |B′| > ǫ|B|,
then all but at most ǫ|A| vertices v ∈ |A| satisfy |N(v)
⋂
B′| > (d− ǫ)|B′|.
Benevides and Skokan [1] gave the next lemma which is a slightly stronger version of
Claim 3 in [20].
Lemma 2.2 ( [1]) For every 0 < β ≤ 1 there exists n0 such that for every n > n0 the
following holds: Let G be a bipartite graph with bipartition V (G) = V1
⋃
V2 such that
|V1|, |V2| = n. Furthermore let the pair (V1, V2) be ǫ-regular with density at least
β
4
for
some ǫ satisfying 0 < ǫ < β
100
. Then for every l, 1 ≤ l ≤ n − 5ǫn
β
, and for every pair of
vertices v′ ∈ V1, v
′′ ∈ V2 satisfying dG(v
′), dG(v
′′) ≥ βn
5
, G contains a path of length 2l+ 1
connecting v′ and v′′.
We will use the following multicolored regularity lemma for bipartite graphs.
Lemma 2.3 ( [17, 18]) (Multicolored regularity lemma for bipartite graphs) For any real
ǫ > 0 and integers K0 ≥ 1 and r ≥ 1, there exists M =M(ǫ,K0) such that if the edges of
a bipartite graph G = G(W (1),W (2)) with |W (1)| = |W (2)| ≥ M are r-colored, then there
exists a partition {W
(s)
1 , . . . ,W
(s)
k } for each W
(s)(s = 1, 2), K0 ≤ k ≤M , such that
(1) ||W
(s)
i | − |W
(s)
j || ≤ 1 for each s;
(2) All but at most ǫrk2 pairs (V
(1)
i , V
(2)
j ), 1 ≤ i, j ≤ k, are ǫ-regular for each monochro-
matic graph G1, G2, . . . , Gr.
2.2 Proof of Theorem 1.1
We may assume that 0 < ξ ≤ 10−3. Let 0 < ǫ ≤ 1
2
ξ7. Let n be a sufficiently
large positive integer. Consider a 2-edge coloring of KN,N , where N = (α1 + α2 + ξ)n.
Lemma 2.3 guarantees that there exists a partition {W
(s)
1 , . . . ,W
(s)
k } of W
(s)(s = 1, 2),
N0 ≤ k ≤M , where N0 is from Lemma 2.4, such that
(1)
∣∣|W (s)i | − |W (s)j |∣∣ ≤ 1 for each s;
(2) All but at most 2ǫk2 pairs (V
(1)
i , V
(2)
j ), 1 ≤ i, j ≤ k, are ǫ-regular for each monochro-
matic graph G1, G2.
Now we define the reduced bipartite graph H in the following way: the vertex set of
H is {v
(s)
1 , v
(s)
2 , . . . , v
(s)
k }, where s = 1 or 2, and the edge set is defined as
E(H) = {v
(1)
i v
(2)
j : (V
(1)
i , V
(2)
j ) is ǫ-regular for each G1, G2}.
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Note that by (2),
e(H) ≥ (1− 2ǫ)k2.
We define a 2-edge coloring of H = H1
⋃
H2 in the following way: for f ∈ {1, 2}, we
put the edge v
(1)
i v
(2)
j into Hf (lexicographically first) if eGf (V
(1)
i , V
(2)
j ) ≥ (
1
2
−ǫ)|V
(1)
i ||V
(2)
j |.
The following crucial Lemma guarantees the existence of a large connected monochro-
matic matching in the 2-edge coloring of H = H1
⋃
H2.
Lemma 2.4 For 0 < α2 ≤ α1 ≤ 1 and 0 < ξ < 10
−3, there exist N0, such that for
each bipartite graph with bipartition {V1, V2}, |V1| = |V2| = (α1 + α2 + 8ξ)k
′ ≥ N0 and
|E(G)| ≥ (1 − ξ7)|V1|
2, the following holds. For every 2-edge coloring of G = G1
⋃
G2
there exists a color i, i ∈ {1, 2}, such that some component of Gi contains a matching
saturating at least (2αi + 0.1ξ)k
′ vertices.
The proof of Lemma 2.4 will be given in subsection 2.3.
Apply Lemma 2.4 with k = (α1 + α2 + 8ξ)k
′ to the 2-edge coloring of H = H1
⋃
H2.
Thus there exists some f ∈ {1, 2}, such that one of the components of Hf contains a
matching M∗ saturating at least 2a = (2af + 0.1ξ)k
′ vertices. Let F ∗ be a minimal
connected tree of Hf containing M
∗. Consider a closed walk W = v
(s)
i1
v
(3−s)
i2
· · · v
(3−s)
it
v
(s)
i1
which contains all edges ofM∗. Since F ∗ is a tree, soW must be of even length. Applying
Fact 2.1 repeatedly, we can show that there exist v
(q)
ir
∈ V
(q)
ir
, 1 ≤ r ≤ t+1, q = s or 3− s,
it+1 = i1, satisfying:
(1) v
(q)
ir
has at least 1
5
|V
(q)
ir
| neighbors in both V
(3−q)
ir−1
and V
(3−q)
ir+1
for each r;
(2) If v
(q)
ir
v
(3−q)
ir+1
is not an edge in M∗(view an edge in the closed walk as in M∗ only when
it is in M∗ and the closed walk first passes it), then v
(q)
ir
v
(3−q)
ir+1
is an edge in Hf .
Let m = ⌊N
k
⌋. Applying Lemma 2.2 with β = 1, for every l, 1 ≤ l ≤ m − 5ǫm, each
edge v
(q)
ir
v
(3−q)
ir+1
in M∗ can be enlarged to a path of length 2l+1 connecting u
(q)
ir
∈ V
(q)
ir
and
u
(3−q)
ir+1
∈ V
(3−q)
ir+1
. Therefore, there exists a cycle in Gf of each even length l
′ =
∑a
j=1 2lj+ t,
where 1 ≤ lj ≤ m− 5ǫm for 1 ≤ j ≤ a, and
a∑
j=1
2(1− 5ǫ)m+ t ≥ 2a(1− 5ǫ)
N(1− ǫ)
k
+ t
≥ (2af + 0.1ξ)k
′(1− 5ǫ)(1− ǫ)
N
k
+ t
≥ (2af + 0.1ξ)(1− 16ǫ)n+ t
> (2af + 0.05ξ)n+ t,
where the last inequality holds when 0 < ǫ ≤ 1
2
ξ7.
Therefore, Gf contains a cycle of length 2⌊afn⌋ for some f ∈ {1, 2} and so does G.
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2.3 Proof of Lemma 2.4
We will apply the following results given by Figaj and  Luczak in [7] . The first one is
a direct consequence of Tutte’s 1-factor Theorem.
Lemma 2.5 ( [7]) If a graph G = (V,E) contains no matching saturating at least α
vertices, then there exists a partition {S, T, U} of V such that
(1) the subgraph induced in G by T has maximum degree less than
√
|V | − 1;
(2) G contains no edges joining T and U ;
(3) |U |+ 2|S| < α+
√
|V |.
Lemma 2.6 ( [7]) Let G = (V,E) be a bipartite graph with bipartition {V1, V2},|V1| ≥
|V2|, and at least (1−ξ)|V1||V2| edges for some 0 < ξ < 0.01. Then, there is a component in
G of at least (1−3ξ)(|V1|+|V2|) vertices containing a matching of size at least (1−3ξ)|V2|.
We will show the following result.
Lemma 2.7 Let 0 < α2 ≤ α1 ≤ 1 and 0 < ξ ≤ 10
−3. Let G = (V,E) be a bipartite graph
with bipartition {V1, V2}, |V1| = |V2| = (α1 +α2 + 8ξ)k
′ and |E(G)| ≥ (1− ξ2)|V1|
2. Then
any 2-edge coloring of G leads to a monochromatic component with at least (α1+α2+3ξ)k
′
vertices.
Proof. Let us consider a 2-edge coloring of G, say, red and blue. Let F1 be a monochro-
matic component in G with largest number of vertices, say, red. If |V (F1)| ≥ (α1 + α2 +
3ξ)k′, then we are done. Hence we may assume that |V (F1)| < (α1 + α2 + 3ξ)k
′.
Clearly, |V (F1)
⋂
Vs| < (α1 + α2 + 3ξ)k
′ for each s = 1, 2. Note that G contains a
vertex of degree larger than (α1 + α2 + 4ξ)k
′, so |V (F1)| >
1
2
(α1 + α2 + 4ξ)k
′.
We claim that |V (F1)
⋂
Vs| ≥
1
4
(α1 + α2 + 4ξ)k
′ for each s = 1, 2. Without loss of
generality, assume that |V (F1)
⋂
V1| <
1
4
(α1 + α2 + 4ξ)k
′. Thus |V1\V (F1)| ≥
3
4
(α1 +
α2 + 9ξ)k
′. Since |V (F1)| >
1
2
(α1 + α2 + 4ξ)k
′, |V (F1)
⋂
V2| ≥
1
4
(α1 + α2 + 4ξ)k
′. Clearly,
ξ2|V1|
2 < 10ξ2|V1\V (F1)||V (F1)
⋂
V2|. By lemma 2.6, G[V1\V (F1), V (F1)
⋂
V2] contains
a blue component with at least (1− 30ξ2)(|V1\V (F1)|+ |V (F1)
⋂
V2|) > (α1 + α2 + 3ξ)k
′
vertices, a contradiction to the choice of F1.
Since |V (F1)| < |Vs|, |V3−s\V (F1)| > |V (F1)
⋂
Vs| ≥
1
4
(α1 + α2 + 4ξ)k
′ for each s =
1, 2. Thus ξ2|V1|
2 < 64ξ2|V (F1)
⋂
V3−s||Vs\V (F1)|. By lemma 2.6, we can take H1,3−s ⊆
V (F1)
⋂
V3−s, H2,s ⊆ Vs\V (F1), |H1,3−s| = |V (F1)
⋂
V3−s| − ξk
′, |H2,s| = |Vs\V (F1)| −
ξk′ such that G[H1,3−s, H2,s] is blue and connected. If G[H2,1, H2,2] has at least a blue
edge, then G[H1,2
⋃
H2,1, H1,1
⋃
H2,2] is contained in a blue component with at least
2(α1+α2+6ξ)k
′ vertices, a contraction to the choice of F1. Otherwise, note that |H2,1|+
|H2,2| = |V1\V (F1)|+ |V2\V (F1)|−2ξk
′ > (α1+α2+11ξ)k
′ and ξ2|V1|
2 < ξ|H2,1||H2,2|, by
lemma 2.6, G[H2,1, H2,2] contains a red component with at least (1−3ξ)(|H2,1|+ |H2,2|) ≥
(1− 3ξ)(α1 + α2 + 11ξ)k
′ > (α1 + α2 + 3ξ)k
′ vertices, a contradiction to the choice of F1.

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Now we will give the proof of Lemma 2.4.
Proof of Lemma 2.4. For 0 < α2 ≤ α1 ≤ 1, let G be a bipartite graph with bipartition
{V1, V2}, |V1| = |V2| = (α1 + α2 + 8ξ)k
′ ≥ N0 and |E(G)| ≥ (1 − ξ
7)|V1|
2 for some
0 < ξ ≤ 10−3. Let us consider a 2-edge coloring of G, say, red and blue. Let F1 denote
a monochromatic component of G with the largest number of vertices and C = V (F1).
Without loss of generality, assume that the edges of F1 are colored by red and F1 does not
contain a connected matching saturating at least (2α1 + 0.1ξ)k
′ vertices. By Lemma 2.7,
we have
|C| ≥ (α1 + α2 + 3ξ)k
′.
Case 1 |C| < (2α1 + α2 + 10ξ)k
′.
If |C
⋂
V1| or |C
⋂
V2| < (α1 + ξ)k
′, then, without loss of generality, assume that
|C
⋂
V1| < (α1 + ξ)k
′. Clearly, |V2
⋂
C| = |C| − |V1
⋂
C| > (α2 + 2ξ)k
′, |V1\C| =
|V1| − |V1
⋂
C| > (α2 + 7ξ)k
′. Since ξ7(α1 + α2 + 10ξ)
2(k′)2 ≤ ξ5|V2
⋂
C||V1\C|, by
lemma 2.6, G[V1\C, V2
⋂
C] contains a blue connected matching saturating at least 2(1−
3ξ5)min{|V1\C|, |C
⋂
V2|} > (2α2 + 3ξ)k
′ vertices. Hence we may assume that |V1
⋂
C|,
|V2
⋂
C| ≥ (α1 + ξ)k
′.
If |V3−s\C| ≥ (α2+ξ)k
′ for some s, s = 1, 2, then, similarly, G[Vs
⋂
C, V3−s\C] contain
a blue connected matching saturating at least (2α2+ ξ)k
′ vertices. Hence we may assume
that |V1\C|, |V2\C| < (α2 + ξ)k
′.
Note that |V1\C|, |V2\C| ≥ 5ξk
′. Suppose not, either |V1\C| < 5ξk
′ or |V2\C| < 5ξk
′.
Without loss of generality, assume that |V1\C| < 5ξk
′. Thus |C
⋂
V1| ≥ (α1 + α2 + 3ξ)k
′
and hence |C
⋂
V2| = |C|−|C
⋂
V1| < (α1+7ξ)k
′ and |V2\C| > (α2+ξ)k
′, a contradiction.
If G[C
⋂
V1, C
⋂
V2] contains at least ξ
4(k′)2 blue edges, then, since ξ7(α1 + α2 +
10ξ)2(k′)2 < 2ξ5min{|V1\C||C
⋂
V2|, |V2\C||C
⋂
V1|}, by lemma 2.6, we can take H
′
1 ⊆
V1\C,H
′
2 ⊆ C
⋂
V2, H
′′
1 ⊆ V2\C,H
′′
2 ⊆ C
⋂
V1, |H
′
1| = |H
′
2| > |V1\C| − 6ξ
5k′, |H ′′1 | =
|H ′′2 | > |V2\C|−6ξ
5k′ such that G[H ′1, H
′
2], G[H
′′
1 , H
′′
2 ] are connected and contains a perfect
matching, and G[H ′2, H
′′
2 ] contains at least an blue edge. Thus G[H
′
1
⋃
H ′′2 , H
′
2
⋃
H ′′1 ]
contains a blue connected matching saturating at least 2(H ′1 +H
′′
1 ) ≥ 2(2|V1| − 12ξ
5k′ −
|C|) > 2(α2+5ξ)k
′ vertices. Hence we can assume that G[C
⋂
V1, C
⋂
V2] contain at most
ξ4(k′)2 blue edges.
All but at most ξ4(k′)2+ ξ7(α1+α2+10ξ)
2(k′)2 ≤ 2ξ4(k′)2 edges in G[C
⋂
V1, C
⋂
V2]
are red. By lemma 2.6, G[C
⋂
V1, C
⋂
V2] contains a red connected matching saturating
at least 2(1− 6ξ2)min{|C
⋂
V1|, |C
⋂
V2|} > (2α1 + ξ)k
′ vertices, a contradiction.
Case 2 |C| ≥ (2α1 + α2 + 10ξ)k
′.
Since F1 contains no matching saturating at least (2α1 + 0.1ξ)k
′ vertices, then by
lemma 2.5, there exists T, U, S such that C = T
⋃
U
⋃
S, eF1(T, U) = 0, dF1[T ](v) ≤
0.1ξ6k′ for every v ∈ T , and
2|S|+ |U | ≤ (2α1 + 0.2ξ)k
′ (2.1)
for sufficient large k′.
By (2.1), |T | ≥ |C| − (2|S|+ |U |) ≥ (α2+9.8ξ)k
′, |S| ≤ (α1+0.1ξ)k
′, and |T |+ |U | ≥
|C| − |S| ≥ (2α1 + α2 + 10ξ)k
′ − (α1 + 0.1ξ)k
′ = (α1 + α2 + 9.9ξ)k
′.
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If |T
⋂
V1| ≤ 3ξk
′ or |T
⋂
V2| ≤ 3ξk
′, then, without loss of generality, assume that
|T
⋂
V1| ≤ 3ξk
′. Thus
|T
⋂
V2| = |T | − |T
⋂
V1| ≥ (α2 + 6.8ξ)k
′,
|V1\(S
⋃
T )| ≥ |V1| − |S| − |T
⋂
V1| > (α2 + 4ξ)k
′.
Since ξ7|V1|
2 ≤ ξ4|V1\(S
⋃
T )||T
⋂
V2|, then by Lemma 2.6, G[V1\(S
⋃
T ), T
⋂
V2] con-
tains a blue connected matching saturating at least 2(1−3ξ4)min{|V1\(S
⋃
T )|, |T
⋂
V2|} >
(2α2 + 7ξ)k
′ vertices. Hence we may assume that |T
⋂
V1|, |T
⋂
V2| > 3ξk
′.
All except at most ξ7|V1|
2 + 0.1ξ6k′|T | < 2ξ6(k′)2 pair {v, w}, v ∈ T, w ∈ (V1
⋃
V2)\S
are blue edges of G. Note that |V1\S|, |V2\S| ≥ |V1| − |S| > (α2 + 7ξ)k
′. Thus
2ξ6(k′)2 ≤ ξ4min{|T
⋂
V1||T
⋂
V2|, |T
⋂
V1||V2\S|, |T
⋂
V2||V1\S|}.
By lemma 2.6, we can take T1 ⊆ T
⋂
V1, T2 ⊆ T
⋂
V2, |T1| ≥ |T
⋂
V1| − 2ξ
3k′, |T2| ≥
|T
⋂
V2|−2ξ
3k′, U1 ⊆ V1\S, U2 ⊆ V2\S, |U1| ≥ |V1\S|−ξ
3k′, |U2| ≥ |V2\S|−ξ
3k′ such that
G[T1, T2] contains at least a blue edge and G[T1, U2], G[T2, U1] contain a blue connected
matching saturating at least 2min{|T1|, |U2|} and 2min{|T2|, |U1|} vertices, respectively.
Note that |U1| > |V1\S| − ξ
3k′ > (α2 + 6ξ)k
′,|U2| > |V2\S| − ξ
3k′ > (α2 + 6ξ)k
′. If
|T1| ≥ |U2| or |T2| ≥ |U1|, then either G[T1, U2] or G[T2, U1] contains a blue connected
matching saturating at least (2α2+12ξ)k
′ vertices. Otherwise, |T1| < |U2| and |T2| < |U1|.
Also note that |T2|+ |T1| ≥ |T | − 4ξ
3k′ > (α2 + 8ξ)k
′. Thus G[T1
⋃
U1, T2
⋃
U2] contains
a blue connected matching saturating at least |T2|+ |T1| > (α2 + 8ξ)k
′ vertices. 
3 Multicolor bipartite Ramsey number of cycles
Similar to that crucial part of the proof of Theorem 1.1 is to show Lemma 2.4, to
complete the proof of Theorem 1.3, it is crucial to show Lemma 3.1. Next we give the
proof of Lemma 3.1, and omit details of the proof of Theorem 1.3.
Lemma 3.1 For r ≥ 2, 0 < α1, α2 ≤ 1, [(j+2)!−1]
∑j+1
i=1 αi ≤ αj+2 ≤ 1, j = 1, 2, . . . , r−2
and 0 < ξ ≤ min{((r+2)r!)−3α1, ((r+2)r!)
−3α2, 10
−3}, there exist N0 such that for each
bipartite graph with bipartition {V1, V2}, |V1| = |V2| = [
∑r
j=1 αj + (r + 2)r!ξ]k
′ ≥ N0 and
|E(G)| ≥ (1− ξ3r+5)|V1|
2, the following holds. For every r-edge coloring of G there exists
a color i, i = 1, 2, . . . , r, such that some component of the subgraph induced in G by the
edges of the i-th color contains a matching saturating at least (2αi + 0.1ξ)k
′ vertices.
Proof. For r ≥ 2, 0 < α1, α2 ≤ 1, [(j + 2)! − 1]
∑j+1
i=1 αi ≤ αj+2 ≤ 1, j = 1, 2, . . . , r − 2
and 0 < ξ ≤ min{((r+ 2)r!)−3α1, ((r+ 2)r!)
−3α2, 10
−3}. Let G be a bipartite graph with
bipartition {V1, V2}, |V1| = |V2| = [
∑r
j=1 αj + (r + 2)r!ξ]k
′ and |E(G)| ≥ (1− ξ3r+5)|V1|
2.
Let us consider an r-edge coloring of G =
⋃r
i=1Gi.
We proceed by induction on r. For r = 2, by Lemma 2.4, we are done. Now suppose
that the lemma is true for r−1 and prove it for r. Since r!ξk′|V1| > ξ
3r+5|V1|
2 and |E(G)| ≥
8
(1 − ξ3r+5)|V1|
2, there exists a vertex v ∈ V2 such that the number of the neighbors of v
in V1 is at least [
∑r
j=1 αj + (r + 1)r!ξ]k
′. Thus there exists a monochromatic star T with
the center v and at least
(
∑r
j=1 αj+(r+1)r!ξ)k
′
r
≥ [(r− 1)!
∑r−1
j=1 αj +(r+1)(r− 1)!ξ]k
′ leaves.
Let 1 ≤ i ≤ r and H be a maximal component colored by the i-th color with C = V (H)
and |C
⋂
Vs| ≥ [(r − 1)!
∑r−1
j=1 αj + (r + 1)(r − 1)!ξ]k
′ for some s = 1, 2. Without loss of
generality, assume that
|C
⋂
V1| ≥ [(r − 1)!
r−1∑
j=1
αj + (r + 1)(r − 1)!ξ]k
′.
If H contains a connected matching saturating at least (2αi+0.1ξ)k
′ vertices, then we are
done. Hence we may assume that H does not contain a connected matching saturating
at least (2αi + 0.1ξ)k
′ vertices.
By Lemma 2.5, there exists disjoint T, U and S such that C = T
⋃
U
⋃
S,
2|S|+ |U | ≤ (2αi + 0.2ξ)k
′ (3.2)
for sufficient large k′, and in H , there are at most
√
[
∑r
j=1 αj + (r + 2)r!ξ]k
′ < ξ3r+5k′
neighbors in T and no neighbors in U for any v ∈ T . Clearly, |S| ≤ (αi + 0.1ξ)k
′.
Case 1 i = r and |C
⋂
V1| ≥ [
∑r−1
j=1 aj + (r + 1)(r − 1)!ξ]k
′.
In this case, we can weaken the condition on |C
⋂
V1| to |C
⋂
V1| ≥ [
∑r−1
j=1 aj + (r +
1)(r − 1)!ξ]k′. Note that ξ3r+5|V1|
2 < ξ3r+2[(
∑r−1
j=1 αj + (r + 1)(r − 1)!ξ)k
′]2. If |V2\C| ≥
(
∑r−1
j=1 αj+(r+1)(r−1)!ξ)k
′, then by the induction hypothesis, G[C
⋂
V1, V2\C] contains
a matching saturating at least (2αj + 0.1ξ)k
′ vertices colored by the j-th color for some
1 ≤ j ≤ r−1. Hence we may assume that |V1
⋂
C|, |V2
⋂
C| ≥ [αr+(r
2+r−1)(r−1)!ξ]k′.
By (3.2), either |V1
⋂
(U
⋃
S)| ≤ (ar+0.1ξ)k
′ or |V2
⋂
(U
⋃
S)| ≤ (ar+0.1ξ)k
′. With-
out loss of generality, assume that |V1
⋂
(U
⋃
S)| ≤ (ar + 0.1ξ)k
′. Thus
|V1\(U
⋃
S)| = |V1| − |V1
⋂
(U
⋃
S)| > (
r−1∑
j=1
aj + (r + 1)(r − 1)!ξ)k
′.
Note that ξ3r+5(
∑r−1
j=1 aj + (r + 1)(r − 1)!ξ)(k
′)2 + ξ3r+5|V1|
2 < ξ3r+2[(
∑r−1
j=1 aj + (r +
1)(r − 1)!ξ)k′]2. If |V2
⋂
(U
⋃
T )| ≥ (
∑r−1
j=1 aj + (r + 1)(r − 1)!ξ)k
′, then by the induction
hypothesis, G[V2
⋂
(U
⋃
T ), V1\(U
⋃
S)] contains a matching saturating at least (2αj +
0.1ξ)k′ vertices colored by the j-th color for some 1 ≤ j ≤ r−1. Since |S| ≤ (ar+0.1ξ)k
′,
|V2\S| > (
∑r−1
j=1 aj +(r+1)(r− 1)!ξ)k
′. If |T
⋂
V1| ≥ (
∑r−1
j=1 aj +(r+1)(r− 1)!ξ)k
′, then,
similarly, G[V2\S, T
⋂
V1] contains a matching saturating at least (2αj + 0.1ξ)k
′ vertices
colored by the j-th color for some 1 ≤ j ≤ r − 1.
Hence we may assume that |T
⋂
V1|, |V2
⋂
(U
⋃
T )| < (
∑r−1
j=1 aj + (r + 1)(r − 1)!ξ)k
′.
Clearly, |V2
⋂
S| = |C
⋂
V2| − |V2
⋂
(U
⋃
T )| > [ar −
∑r−1
j=1 aj + (r
2 − 2)(r − 1)!ξ)]k′
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and |V1
⋂
(U
⋃
S)| = |C
⋂
V1| − |T
⋂
V1| > [ar −
∑r−1
j=1 aj + (r
2 − 2)(r − 1)!ξ]k′. Since
|S| ≤ (ar + 0.1ξ)k
′, then |V1
⋂
S| < {
∑r−1
j=1 aj + [0.1− (r
2 − 2)(r − 1)!]ξ}k′. Thus
|V1
⋂
(T
⋃
U)| = |V1
⋂
C| − |V1
⋂
S|
> {(r − 1)!
r−1∑
j=1
aj + [(2r
2 + r + 1)(r − 1)!− 0.1]ξ}k′
> (
r−1∑
j=1
aj + (r + 1)(r − 1)!ξ)k
′
and
|V2
⋂
(U
⋃
S)| < |U |+ 2|S| − (|V2
⋂
S|+ |V1
⋂
(U
⋃
S)|)
< (2ar + 0.2ξ)k
′ − 2[ar −
r−1∑
j=1
aj + (r
2 − 2)(r − 1)!ξ)]k′
< 2
r−1∑
j=1
aj .
Thus |V2\(U
⋃
S)| = |V2| − |V2
⋂
(U
⋃
S)| > (
∑r−1
j=1 aj + (r + 1)(r − 1)!ξ)k
′. By the
induction hypothesis, G[V2\(U
⋃
S), V1
⋂
(T
⋃
U)] contains a matching saturating at least
(2αj + 0.1ξ)k
′ vertices colored by the j-th color for some 1 ≤ j ≤ r − 1.
Case 2 1 ≤ i ≤ r − 1.
Recall that |C
⋂
V1| ≥ [(r − 1)!
∑r−1
j=1 αj + (r + 1)(r − 1)!ξ]k
′. If |V2\C| ≥ [(r −
1)!
∑r−1
j=1 αj + (r + 1)(r − 1)!ξ]k
′, then, by the induction hypothesis, G[C
⋂
V1, V2\C]
contains a connected matching saturating at least (2αj + 0.1ξ)k
′ vertices colored by the
j-th color for some 1 ≤ j ≤ r − 1, j 6= i or {2[(r − 1)! − 1]
∑r−1
j=1 αj + 2αi + 0.1ξ}k
′
vertices colored by the r-th color. Since α1, α2 ≥ ((r+2)r!)
3ξ and [(j+2)!−1]
∑j+1
i=1 αi ≤
αj+2, j = 1, 2, . . . , r − 2, {[(r − 1)!− 1]
∑r−1
j=1 αj + αi}k
′ > [
∑r−1
j=1 αj + (r + 1)(r − 1)!ξ]k
′
. Combine with Case 1, the proof is complete. Hence we can assume that |V2\C| <
[(r − 1)!
∑r−1
j=1 αj + (r + 1)(r − 1)!ξ]k
′.
Clearly, |V2
⋂
C| > [(r− 1)!(r− 1)
∑r−1
j=1 αj + (r
2 + r− 1)(r− 1)!ξ]k′. Since |V2
⋂
S| <
(αi + 0.1ξ)k
′, |V2
⋂
(C\S)| > {(r − 1)! + 1]
∑r−1
j=1 αj + 2(r + 1)(r − 1)!ξ}k
′. By (3.2),
|V1\(U
⋃
S)| ≥ [
∑r
j=1 αj + (r + 2)r!ξ]k
′ − (2αi + 0.2ξ)k
′ > {(r− 1)! + 1]
∑r−1
j=1 αj + 2(r +
1)(r − 1)!ξ}k′.
Let β1 = α1, . . . , βi−1 = αi−1, βi+1 = αi+1, . . . , βr−1 = αr−1, βr = [(r − 1)!
∑r−1
j=1 αj +
αi + (r+1)(r− 1)!ξ]k
′. By the induction hypothesis, G[V2
⋂
(C\S), V1\(U
⋃
S)] contains
a connected matching saturating at least (2βj + 0.1ξ)k
′ vertices colored by the j-th color
for some 1 ≤ j ≤ r, j 6= i. If j ∈ [r]\{i, r}, then the proof is complete. If j = r, then
G[V2
⋂
(C\S), V1\(U
⋃
S)] contains a connected matching saturating at least (2βr+0.1ξ)k
′
vertices colored by the r-th color. By the discussion of Case 1, we are done.
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4 2-colored bipartite graphs with “large” minimum
degree
Denote by GR[H ] and GB[H ]the induced subgraph of red edges and blue edges of G
with respect to H ⊆ V (G), respectively. Denote by NR(v) (or NB(v)) the set of red (or
blue) neighbors of a vertexv in G, respectively.
4.1 Degree form of the Regularity Lemma
In the proof of Theorem 1.5, We shall use the degree form of the Szemere´di Regularity
Lemma for an edge-colored bipartite graphs (see [15], Theorem 1.10).
Lemma 4.1 (Degree form of Red-Blue Regularity Lemma) For every ǫ > 0 and positive
integer k0 ≥
1
ǫ
, there exists M = M(ǫ, k0) such that for any d ∈ [0, 1] and any 2-edge
coloring of a bipartite graph with |X| = |Y | = N , there is a partition of X into clusters
X0, X1, . . . , Xk, a partition of Y into clusters Y0, Y1, . . . , Yk, and a subgraph G
′ ⊆ G with
the following properties:
(1) k0 ≤ k ≤M ;
(2) |X0| = |Y0| ≤ ǫN ;
(3) |Xi| = |Yi| = m ≤ ǫN for all i ≥ 1;
(4) dG′(v) > dG(v)− (2d+ ǫ)N for all v /∈ X0
⋃
Y0;
(5) for all 1 ≤ i, j ≤ k, the pair (Xi, Yj) is ǫ-regular for GR[V (G
′)] with a density either 0
or greater than d and ǫ-regular for GB[V (G
′)] with a density either 0 or greater than
d, where E(G′) = E(GR[V (G
′)])
⋃
E(GB[V (G
′)]) is the induced 2-edge colouring of
G′.
Having applied the above form of the Regularity Lemma to a 2-edge coloured bipartite
graph, we need the following definition.
Definition 4.2 ((ǫ, d)-reduced Graph) Given a bipartite graph G = (X, Y ;E) and a par-
tition {Xi : 1 ≤ i ≤ k} of X and {Yi : 1 ≤ i ≤ k} of Y from Lemma 4.1, we define the
(ǫ, d)-reduced 2-coloured bipartite graph H on vertex set {v
(s)
i : 1 ≤ i ≤ k, s = 1, 2} as
follows: For 1 ≤ i, j ≤ k,
(1) let (v
(1)
i , v
(2)
j ) be an edge of H when GB[Xi, Yj] has density at least d;
(2) let (v
(1)
i , v
(2)
j ) be an edge of H when it is not a blue edge and GR[Xi, Yj] has density
at least d.
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4.2 Proof of Theorem 1.5
We may assume that 0 < ξ ≤ 10−3. Let G be a bipartite graph with bipartition
{V1, V2}, |V1| = |V2| = N = (2 + 8ξ)n, and δ(G) > (
7
8
+ 9ξ)N . Consider a 2-edge coloring
of G, i.e., G1, G2. Choose ǫ = ξ
3 and d = ξ. Apply Lemma 4.1 to G, with parameters d
and ǫ. Let V
(s)
0 , V
(s)
1 , . . . , V
(s)
k be the partition of bipartition V
(s) for s = 1, 2 and G′ be
the subgraph of G guaranteed by Lemma 4.1. Finally, let H be the (ǫ, d)-reduced graph
deduced from G′, with 2-edge colouring H = HR
⋃
HB.
We first observe that
δ(H) ≥ (
7
8
+ ξ)k.
Indeed, by (4), we have δ(G′) ≥ (7
8
+ 8ξ − 2d)N . Suppose that δ(H) < (7
8
+ ξ)k. Then
there exists some i ≥ 1 and some s ∈ {1, 2} such that dH(v
(s)
i ) < (
7
8
+ ξ)k. For a vertex
v ∈ V
(s)
i , its neighbours in G
′ are only in V
(3−s)
0 , or in V
(3−s)
j for those j such that v
(s)
i v
(3−s)
j
is an edge of H . Hence
δ(G′) < (
7
8
+ ξ)km+ |V
(3−s)
0 | < (
7
8
+ 2ξ)N,
contradicting to δ(G′) ≥ (7
8
+8ξ− 2d)N . Then we will prove the following crucial lemma
whose proof will be given in subsection 4.3.
Lemma 4.3 For 0 < ξ ≤ 10−3, there exist N0, such that for each bipartite graph with
bipartition {V1, V2}, |V1| = |V2| = (2 + 8ξ)k
′ ≥ N0 and δ(G) ≥ (
7
8
+ ξ)(2 + 8ξ)k′, the
following holds. For any 2-edge coloring of G, there exists a monochromatic component
containing a matching saturating at least (2 + 0.1ξ)k′ vertices.
Apply Lemma 4.3 with k = (2 + 8ξ)k′ to the 2-edge coloring of H = HR
⋃
HB. Thus
there exists some f ∈ {R,B}, such that one of the components of Hf contains a matching
M∗ saturating at least 2a = (2 + 0.1ξ)k′ vertices. Let F ∗ be a minimal connected tree of
Hf containing M
∗. Consider a closed walk W = v
(s)
i1
v
(3−s)
i2
· · · v
(3−s)
it
v
(s)
i1
which contains all
edges of M∗. Since F ∗ is a tree, so W must be of even length.
Applying Fact 2.1 repeatedly, we can show the existence of v
(q)
ip
∈ V
(q)
ip
, 1 ≤ p ≤
t+ 1, q = s or 3− s, it+1 = i1, satisfying:
(1) v
(q)
ip
has at least 4
5
ǫ|V
(q)
ip
| neighbors in both V
(3−q)
ip−1
and V
(3−q)
ip+1
for each p;
(2) If v
(q)
ip
v
(3−q)
ip+1
is not an edge in M∗(view an edge in the closed walk as in M∗ only when
it is in M∗ and the closed walk first passes it), then v
(q)
ip
v
(3−q)
ip+1
is an edge in Hf .
Let m = ⌊N
k
⌋. Applying Lemma 2.2 with β = 4ξ, for every l, 1 ≤ l ≤ (1− 5ξ
2
4
)m, each
edge v
(q)
ip
v
(3−q)
ip+1
in M∗ can be enlarged to a path of length 2l+1 connecting u
(q)
ip
∈ V
(q)
ip
and
12
u
(3−q)
ip+1
∈ V
(3−q)
ip+1
. Therefore, there exists a cycle in Gf of each even length l
′ =
∑a
j=1 2lj+ t,
where 1 ≤ lj ≤ (1−
5ξ2
4
)m for 1 ≤ j ≤ a, and
a∑
j=1
2(1−
5ξ2
4
)m+ t ≥ 2a(1−
5ξ2
4
)
N(1− ǫ)
k
+ t
≥ (2 + 0.1ξ)k′(1− 2ξ2)(1− ξ3)
N
k
+ t
> (2 + 0.05ξ)n+ t.
Therefore, Gf contains a cycle of length 2n for some f ∈ {R,B}.
4.3 Proof of Lemma 4.3
Lemma 4.4 ( [6]) Let n be even and k ≥ 2, and let G be a k-partite graph on n vertices
with the vertex set partitioned as {X1, X2, . . . , Xk}. Suppose that |Xi| ≤
n
2
for all i ∈ [k].
If d(x) > 3
4
n− |Xi| for all i ∈ [k] and for all x ∈ Xi, then G is connected and contains a
perfect matching.
The following corollary is immediately from Lemma 4.4.
Corollary 4.5 Let G be a bipartite graph with bipartition {X, Y }, |X| = |Y | = n. If
d(x) > 1
2
n for x ∈ X
⋃
Y , then G is connected and contains a perfect matching.
We will show the following result.
Lemma 4.6 Let 0 < ξ ≤ 10−3. Let G be a bipartite graph with bipartition {V1, V2},
|V1| = |V2| = (2 + 8ξ)k
′ and δ(G) > (3
4
+ ξ)(2 + 8ξ)k′. Then any 2-edge coloring of G
leads to a monochromatic component with at least (2 + 6ξ)k′ vertices.
Proof. Let us consider a 2-edge coloring of G and let F1 be a monochromatic component
of G with the largest number of vertices (say, red, and another color is blue). Let C =
V (F1). If |C
⋂
V1| ≥ (1 + 3ξ)k
′ or |C
⋂
V2| ≥ (1 + 3ξ)k
′, then, without loss of generality,
assume that |C
⋂
V1| ≥ (1 + 3ξ)k
′ and |C
⋂
V2| < (1 + 3ξ)k
′. Otherwise, |C| ≥ (2 + 6ξ)k′
and we are done. Thus |V2\C| > (1 + 3ξ)k
′. Take H1 ⊆ C
⋂
V1, H2 ⊆ V2\C such that
H1 = H2 = (1 + 3ξ)k
′. Since δ(G) > (3
4
+ ξ)(2 + 8ξ)k′, we have
δ(GB[H1, H2]) ≥ (
3
4
+ ξ)(2 + 8ξ)k′ − (1 + 5ξ)k′ >
1
2
× (1 + 3ξ)k′.
By Corollary 4.5, GB([H1, H2]) is connected and has (2 + 6ξ)k
′ vertices. Hence we may
assume that |C
⋂
V1|, |C
⋂
V2| < (1 + 3ξ)k
′. For any u ∈ C
⋂
V1,
|NB(u)
⋂
(V2\C)| ≥ (
3
4
+ ξ)|V2| − |C
⋂
V2|
= (
3
4
+ ξ)(|V2\C|+ |C
⋂
V2|)− |C
⋂
V2|
>
3
4
|V2\C| −
1
4
|C
⋂
V2|
>
1
2
|V2\C|.
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So GB[C
⋂
V1, V2\C] is blue and connected, and this is a large monochromatic component
than F1, a contradiction. 
Now we will give the proof of Lemma 4.3.
Proof of Lemma 4.3. Let G be a bipartite graph with bipartition {V1, V2}, |V1| =
|V2| = (2+ 8ξ)k
′ ≥ N0 and δ(G) ≥ (
7
8
+ ξ)(2 + 8ξ)k′. Let us consider a 2-edge coloring of
G, say, red and blue. Let F1 denote a monochromatic component of G with the largest
number of vertices and C = V (F1). Without loss of generality, assume that the edges of
F1 are colored by red and F1 does not contain a matching saturating at least (2 + 0.1ξ)k
′
vertices. By Lemma 4.6, we have
|C| ≥ (2 + 6ξ)k′.
By Lemma 2.5, there exists disjoint T, U and S such that C = T
⋃
U
⋃
S,
2|S|+ |U | ≤ (2 + 0.2ξ)k′ (4.3)
for sufficient large k′, and for any v ∈ T , there are at most
√
(2 + 8ξ)k′ < ξ2k′ red
neighbors in T and no red neighbors in U . Clearly, |S| ≤ (1 + 0.1ξ)k′.
Claim 4.7 If |(T
⋃
U)
⋂
Vs|, |V3−s\(U
⋃
S)| ≥ (1 + 4ξ)k′ for some s ∈ {1, 2}, then
GB[(T
⋃
U)
⋂
Vs, V3−s\(U
⋃
S)] contains a connected matching saturating at least (2 +
8ξ)k′ vertices.
Proof. Take H1 ⊆ (T
⋃
U)
⋂
Vs, H2 ⊆ V3−s\(U
⋃
S), |H1| = |H2| = (1 + 4ξ)k
′. Then
δ(GB[H1, H2]) ≥ (
7
8
+ ξ)(2 + 8ξ)k′ − (1 + 4ξ)k′ − ξ2k′ >
1
2
(1 + 4ξ)k′.
By Corollary 4.5, GB[H1, H2] contains a connected matching saturating at least (2+8ξ)k
′
vertices. 
Claim 4.8 If |C
⋂
Vs|, |V3−s\C| ≥ (1+4ξ)k
′ for some s ∈ {1, 2}, then GB[C
⋂
Vs, V3−s\C]
contains a connected matching saturating at least (2 + 8ξ)k′ vertices.
Proof. Take any H1 ⊆ C
⋂
Vs, H2 ⊆ V3−s\C, |H1| = |H2| = (1 + 4ξ)k
′. Then
δ(GB[H1, H2]) ≥ (
7
8
+ ξ)(2 + 8ξ)k′ − (1 + 4ξ)k′ >
1
2
(1 + 4ξ)k′.
By Corollary 4.5, GB[H1, H2] contains a connected matching saturating at least (2+8ξ)k
′
vertices. 
Claim 4.9 If |Vs\C| ≥
1
2
(1+4ξ)k′, |C
⋂
Vs| ≥ (1+4ξ)k
′ for each s = 1, 2, then GB[V1, V2]
contains a connected matching saturating at least (2 + 8ξ)k′ vertices.
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Proof. First we show that e(GB[C
⋂
V1, C
⋂
V2]) ≥ 1. By contradiction, suppose that
e(GB[C
⋂
V1, C
⋂
V2]) = 0. Take any H1 ⊆ C
⋂
V1, H2 ⊆ C
⋂
V2 such that |H1| = |H2| =
(1 + 4ξ)k′. Thus
δ(GR[H1, H2]) ≥ (
7
8
+ ξ)(2 + 8ξ)k′ − (1 + 4ξ)k′ >
1
2
(1 + 4ξ)k′.
By Corollary 4.5, GR[H1, H2] contains a connected matching saturating at least (2 +
8ξ)n vertices, a contradiction to the hypothesis of F1. Thus there exists an edge uv ∈
E(GB[C
⋂
V1, C
⋂
V2]), where u ∈ C
⋂
V1, v ∈ C
⋂
V2.
Now take any H1 ⊆ V1\C,H2 ⊆ V2\C,D1 ⊆ C
⋂
V1, D2 ⊆ C
⋂
V2 such that u ∈ D1,
v ∈ D2 and |H1| = |H2| = |D1| = |D2| =
1
2
(1 + 4ξ)k′. Then
δ(GB[H1, D2]), δ(GB[H2, D1]) ≥ (
7
8
+ ξ)(2 + 8ξ)k′ −
3
2
(1 + 4ξ)k′ >
1
2
× [
1
2
(1 + 4ξ)k′].
By Corollary 4.5, GB[H1, D2] and GB[H2, D1] are connected and contain a perfect match-
ing. Note that GB[D1, D2] contains an edge uv. Thus GB[H1
⋃
D1, H2
⋃
D2] contains a
connected matching saturating at least (2 + 8ξ)k′ vertices. 
If |V1
⋂
C| < (1 + 4ξ)k′ or |V2
⋂
C| < (1 + 4ξ)k′, then, without loss of generality,
assume that |V1
⋂
C| < (1 + 4ξ)k′. Clearly, |V1\C| = |V1| − |V1
⋂
C| > (1 + 4ξ)k′. Note
that |C| ≥ (2 + 6ξ)k′. Thus |V2
⋂
C| = |C| − |V1
⋂
C| > (1 + 2ξ)k′. By Claim 4.8,
GB[V1\C, V2
⋂
C] contains a connected matching saturating at least (2 + 4ξ)k′ vertices.
Hence we may assume that |Vs
⋂
C| ≥ (1 + 4ξ)k′, |V3−s\C| < (1 + 4ξ)k
′ for each s = 1, 2.
By Claim 4.9, we may assume that either |V1\C| <
1
2
(1 + 4ξ)k′ or |V2\C| <
1
2
(1 + 4ξ)k′.
Without loss of generality, assume that |V1\C| <
1
2
(1+4ξ)k′. Then |V1
⋂
C| > 3
2
(1+4ξ)k′.
To summary, from now on, we may assume that |V2
⋂
C| ≥ (1 + 4ξ)k′, |V2\C| <
(1 + 4ξ)k′, |V1\C| <
1
2
(1 + 4ξ)k′, and |V1
⋂
C| > 3
2
(1 + 4ξ)k′.
Case 1 |C| ≥ (3 + 10ξ)k′.
By (4.3), |S| ≤ (1 + 0.1ξ)k′, |T |+ |U | ≥ |C| − |S| ≥ (2 + 9.9ξ)k′.
Subcase 1.1 |(T
⋃
U)
⋂
V1|, |(T
⋃
U)
⋂
V2| ≥ (1 + 4ξ)k
′.
By (4.3), either |U
⋂
V1|+ |S
⋂
V1| ≤ (1+0.1ξ)k
′ or |U
⋂
V2|+ |S
⋂
V2| ≤ (1+0.1ξ)k
′.
Without loss of generality, we may assume that |U
⋂
V1|+ |S
⋂
V1| ≤ (1 + 0.1ξ)k
′. Thus
|V1\(U
⋃
S)| = |V1| − |(U
⋃
S)
⋂
V1| ≥ (1 + 7.9ξ)k
′.
By Claim 4.7, GB[V1\(U
⋃
S), (T
⋃
U)
⋂
V2] contains a connected matching saturating
at least (2 + 8ξ)k′ vertices.
Subcase 1.2 |(T
⋃
U)
⋂
V1| < (1 + 4ξ)k
′ or |(T
⋃
U)
⋂
V2| < (1 + 4ξ)k
′.
Without loss of generality, assume that |(T
⋃
U)
⋂
V2| < (1 + 4ξ)k
′. Recall that
|T |+ |U | ≥ (2 + 9.9ξ)k′. Thus
|(T
⋃
U)
⋂
V1| = |T |+ |U | − |(T
⋃
U)
⋂
V2| > (1 + 5.9ξ)k
′.
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If |(U
⋃
S)
⋂
V2| ≤ (1 + 4ξ)k
′, then
|V2\(U
⋃
S)| = |T
⋂
V2|+ |V2\C| = |V2| − |(U
⋃
S)
⋂
V2| ≥ (1 + 4ξ)k
′.
By Claim 4.7, GB[(T
⋃
U)
⋂
V1, V2\(U
⋃
S)] contains a connected matching saturating at
least (2 + 8ξ)k′ vertices. Hence we may assume that |(U
⋃
S)
⋂
V2| > (1 + 4ξ)k
′. Since
|(T
⋃
U)
⋂
V2| < (1 + 4ξ)k
′, |S
⋂
V2| > |T
⋂
V2|, then
|T
⋂
V1| = |C| − |U
⋃
S
⋃
(T
⋂
V2)| ≥ |C| − (|U |+ 2|S|) ≥ (1 + 9.8ξ)k
′.
Note that |V2\S| ≥ |V2| − |S| ≥ (1 + 7.9ξ)k
′. Similar to Claim 4.7, GB[T
⋂
V1, V2\S]
contains a connected matching saturating at least (2 + 8ξ)k′ vertices. 
Case 2 |C| < (3 + 10ξ)k′.
Recall that |V1\C|+ |V2\C| ≥ (1+6ξ)k
′, |V2\C| < (1+4ξ)k
′ and |V1\C| <
1
2
(1+4ξ)k′.
Thus
1
2
(1 + 4ξ)k′ < |V2\C| < (1 + 4ξ)k
′, |V2
⋂
C| > (1 + 4ξ)k′,
|C| = 2|V1| − (|V1\C|+ |V2\C|) > (4 + 16ξ)k
′ −
3
2
(1 + 4ξ)k′ =
5
2
(1 + 4ξ)k′.
Claim 4.10 Under the conditions of Case 2, if |T
⋂
V1| ≥
1
2
(1 + 4ξ)k′ or |T
⋂
V2| ≥
1
2
(1 + 4ξ)k′, then GB[C
⋂
V1, V2\S] contains a connected matching saturating (2 + 8ξ)k
′
vertices.
Proof. Since |S| ≤ (1 + 0.1ξ)k′, |V2\S| > (1 + 4ξ)k
′. Recall that |C
⋂
V1| >
3
2
(1 + 4ξ)k′,
|V2\C| >
1
2
(1 + 4ξ)k′. Then |(T
⋃
U)
⋂
V1| ≥
1
2
(1 + 4ξ)k′. If |T
⋂
V1| ≥
1
2
(1 + 4ξ)k′
or |T
⋂
V2| ≥
1
2
(1 + 4ξ)k′, then take H1 ⊆ T
⋂
V1, D1 ⊆ (V1
⋂
C)\H1, D2 ⊆ V2\C,
H2 ⊆ V2\(S
⋃
D2) or H1 ∈ (T
⋃
U)
⋂
V1, H2 ∈ T
⋂
V2, D1 ⊆ (V1
⋂
C)\H1, D2 ⊆ V2\C
such that |H1| = |H2| = |D1| = |D2| =
1
2
(1 + 4ξ)k′. Thus
δ(GB[H1, H2]) ≥ (
7
8
+ ξ)(2 + 8ξ)k′ −
3
2
(1 + 4ξ)k′ − ξ2k′ >
1
2
× [
1
2
(1 + 4ξ)k′].
δ(GB[D1, D2]) ≥ (
7
8
+ ξ)(2 + 8ξ)k′ −
3
2
(1 + 4ξ)k′ >
1
2
× [
1
2
(1 + 4ξ)k′].
By Corollary 4.5, GB[H1, H2] and GB[D1, D2] are connected and contain a perfect match-
ing saturating (1 + 4ξ)k′ vertices. Note that e(GB[H1, D2]) 6= 0. Suppose not, then for
all v ∈ H1 or D2, dG(v) ≤ (2 + 8ξ)k
′ − 1
2
(1 + 4ξ)k′ = 3
2
(1 + 4ξ)k′, contradicting to
δ(G) ≥ (7
8
+ ξ)(2 + 8ξ)k′. Thus GB[H1
⋃
D1, H2
⋃
D2] contain a connected matching
saturating at least (2 + 8ξ)k′ vertices. 
If |(T
⋃
U)
⋂
V1| ≥ (1+4ξ)k
′, then by Claim 4.7, we may assume that |V2\(U
⋃
S)| <
(1 + 4ξ)k′. Then |(U
⋃
S)
⋂
V2| > (1 + 4ξ)k
′. By (4.3), |(U
⋃
S)
⋂
V1| < (1 + 4ξ)k
′
and hence |V1\(U
⋃
S)| > (1 + 4ξ)k′. If |(U
⋃
T )
⋂
V2| ≥ (1 + 4ξ)k
′, then, by Claim 4.7,
GB[V1\(U
⋃
S), (U
⋃
T )
⋂
V2] contains a connected matching saturating at least (2+8ξ)k
′
16
vertices. Hence we may assume that |(U
⋃
T )
⋂
V2| < (1 + 4ξ)k
′. Since |(U
⋃
S)
⋂
V2| >
(1 + 4ξ)k′, then |S
⋂
V2| > |T
⋂
V2|. Recall that |C| >
5
2
(1 + 4ξ)k′. Thus
|T
⋂
V1| > |C|−(|V1
⋂
(U
⋃
S)|+|U
⋂
V2|+2|S
⋂
V2|) ≥ |C|−(|U |+2|S|) >
1
2
(1+4ξ)k′.
By Claim 4.10, |GB[C
⋂
V1, V2\S]| contains a connected matching saturating (2 + 8ξ)k
′
vertices. Hence we may assume that |(T
⋃
U)
⋂
V1| < (1+4ξ)k
′ and |T
⋂
V1| <
1
2
(1+4ξ)k′.
Since |C
⋂
V1| >
3
2
(1 + 4ξ)k′, |S
⋂
V1| = |C
⋂
V1| − |(T
⋃
U)
⋂
V1| >
1
2
(1 + 4ξ)k′ >
|T
⋂
V1|. Thus
|T
⋂
V2| > |C|−(|V2
⋂
(U
⋃
S)|+|U
⋂
V1|+2|S
⋂
V1|) ≥ |C|−(|U |+2|S|) >
1
2
(1+4ξ)k′.
By Claim 4.10, |E(GB[C
⋂
V1, V2\S])| contains a connected matching saturating (2+8ξ)k
′
vertices. 
5 Remark
Let U and V be vertex sets. Denote by U
R
∼ V (or U
B
∼ V ) be the complete bipartite
graph whose edges are all colored in the red color (or in the blue color). Let U =
⋃4
i=1 Ui,
V =
⋃4
i=1 Vi, and |Ui| = |Vi| = n, i = 1, 2, 3, 4. Take a vertex u ∈ U3, v ∈ V1. Now
construct a 2-colored edge bipartite graph H˜ with bipartition {U, V } as follows:
• U1
B
∼ V1
⋃
V2, U1
R
∼ V4;
• U2
R
∼ V1
⋃
V3, U2
B
∼ V2;
• U3
R
∼ V2, U3
B
∼ V3, U3\{u}
B
∼ V4, {u}
R
∼ V4;
• U4
R
∼ V3
⋃
V1\{v}, U4
B
∼ V4
⋃
{v}.
It is clear that the bipartite graph H˜ with bipartition {U, V }, |U | = |V | = N = 4n,
and δ(H˜) = 3
4
N contains neither red cycle C4n nor blue cycle C4n. We propose the
following problem.
Problem 5.1 Determine the smallest constant c > 0 such that the following holds: Let
G be a bipartite graph with bipartition {V1, V2}, |V1| = |V2| = N = (2 + o(1))n, and with
δ(G) ≥ cN such that any 2-edge coloring of G contains a monochromatic copy of C2n?
Theorem 1.5 and the above example show that 3
4
≤ c ≤ 7
8
. Let us ask whether c = 3
4
holds?
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